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Chapter 1

Getting Started

In This Chapter
[] Welcome
[0 Installing and Removing the Pocket Professional
[J Using the Calendar

 

Welcome

Sparcom’s Pocket Professional software is the first of its kind, developed
precisely to meet the needs of 21st century students and professionals. When
you slide the Personal Information Manager software card into your HP
48SX, your calculator is instantly transformed into an electronic organizer.
With the Pocket Professional™ Personal Information Manager, the best
technical tool you can buy can also be used to keep you on-time, on-schedule,
and on-budget.

 

Installing and Removing the Pocket Professional

The HP 48SX has two ports for installing plug-in cards. You can install your
Personal Information Manager card in either port. Be sure to turn off the
calculator while installing or removing the card. Otherwise, user memory
may be erased.

To Install the Card

1. Turn off the calculator. Do not press
the installation procedure.

 

(o] until you have completed

2. Remove the port cover. Press against the grip lines and push forward.
Lift the cover to expose the two plug-in ports.
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3. Select either empty port forthe Pocket Professional card.

. Position the card just outside the slot. Point the triangular arrow on
the card toward the calculator port opening, as shown below.

. Slide the card firmly into the slot. After you first feel resistance, push
the card about 1/4 inch further, until it is fully seated.

 

 

 
 

6. Replace the port cover.

To Remove the Card

1. Turn the calculator off. Do not press (o] until you have completed the
procedure.

2. Remove the port cover. Press against the card’s grip and slide the
card out of the port.
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3. Replace the port cover.

Accessing the Personal Information Manager

After you turn your calculator {oN], there are three waysto start the Personal
Information Manager.

First Method: Press (&)[Lea] to display all libraries available to the HP
48SX. Find and press Pto enter the Personal Information Manager library
directory.

 

 

|TR CTZTVEIIIB|
  

Selecting the ABEEsoftkey displays a screen containing the revision of the
Personal Information Manager software (Press to exit the revision
screen). Press the Blsoftkey to start the application.

   

Second Method: Type in the letters PIM (using alpha entry mode) and
press [ENTER].

Third Method: Add the command “PIM”to the CST (custom) menu (for
more information, refer to Chapter 15 of the HP-48SX Owner’s Manual,
“Customizing theCalculator”). After the command has been added, press
[csT), then press PIMto start the Personal Information Manager application.
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Using the Calendar

Upon executing the Personal Information Manager,it displays a calendar set
at the date of the internal HP 48SX clock. See Chapter 24 of the HP 485X
Owner’s Manual for instructions on how to adjust the clock. The Main
Calendar Screen serves as the entry point for al// functions of the Personal
Information Manager. The six menu keys, or “softkeys,” that appear along
the bottom of the screen are used to access these functions:

    

1002512OS

@ . .: ’ . .e 00 D J
., et e oo o ¥
......'...0.0".‘...Q‘Q.'.'...C.O.'.-

 

 

HPPTZ[NOTES[PHONE[EXPNE[HOURZ]H1ZC

Appointment Book: Allows you to enter appointments,
meetings, agendas, or birthdays; set reminder alarms; and
create reports of any or all entries.

Notepad: Allows you to list any type of data as notes,
including to-do lists. Notes can be sorted and retrieved by
date, priority number, or key words.

Phone Directory: Allows you to store, sort and retrieve up
to nine fields of information for each entry, including name,
affiliation, mailing address, home phone, business phone
and fax numbers. |

Expense Accountant: Allows you to enter, describe and
compile expenses under different accounts, and to create
expense reports for one or all accounts.

Time Clock: Documents time spent working on multiple
projects or accounts without tying up other functions of the
Personal Information Manager or the calculator.

Utilities: Offers choices of settings for specific display
features, date formats, font sizes, and sort keys.

These six main functions are described in detail in Chapter 2.
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Moving Around the Calendar

When you access the Personal Information Manager application, the Main
Calendar Screen displays the current month and day. Use the (=] and [>]
keys to move the cursor to days in the week. Use the (4] and [¥] keys to
move the cursor between weeks. Pressing (4] moves the cursor to the
first week of the month. Pressing [¥] moves the cursorto the last week of
the month. You can move ahead one month by pressing and move back
one month by pressing [=]. Press to move forward one year and
(=] to move back one year.

 

Date Search: To search for a specific date between January 1, 1989 and
December 31, 2088, press or (=]. The following message screen
is displayed:

 

PRG
{ HOME PIMD }

Enter date MM.DDYYYY
to show:s

 

 B1.012661
T2)TTIi

 

The current date appears, in numeric form, on the command line: “Month,

decimal point, day, year” (MM.DDYYYY). You can change the order to
“day, decimal point, month, year” (DD.MMYYYY) by using the OTHER
function (see the “Utilities” section in Chapter 2 for more information). Note
that date entries must have six numbers to the right of the decimal point.

To search for a date in the 100-year period specified above, simply type over
the date currently on the command line and press [ENTR]. You can manually
access calendars dating back to the beginning of the modern Gregorian
calendar by successively pressing (=] to move backwards monthly, or (&)

to move backwards one year at a time.

Editing Keys: The softkeys along the bottom of the screen are the command
line editing keys built into the HP 48SX. A description of each key follows:

«SKIP Moves the cursor to the beginning of the current word.

oooooooooooooooo
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Deletes all the characters in the current word to the left of

the cursor.

SHEE  Deletes all the characters from the cursor’s current position
to the first character of the next word.

Toggles between insert and typeover modes.

 

Accesses a version of the “Interactive Stack” in which only
the echo functionality is available. (For more information on
the Interactive Stack see the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual.)

Example: To search for April 6, 1993, press (B){£] or (=) (=], type
04.061993 and press [ENIR]. The resulting screen displays the April, 1993
calendar with the cursor highlighting the 6th:

 

 

Apr 1993
Su Mo Tu We Th F     

To return to the current date, press (BJ(3] or (BJ(=]. The search screen
appears with the current date on the command line. You can either press

to return to the Main Calendar Screen displaying the current date, or
type in a new date to start another search.

Using the Alpha Mode

Entering names, addresses, descriptions, and notes requires the use of the
alpha entry mode ofthe calculator. To type a single letter, press (4. To

keyboard into alpha entry mode. The alpha («) annunciator appears at the
top of the screen whenever you are in the alpha entry mode. Alpha mode
overrides the functions of the standard keyboard, replacing them with the
white capital letter printed to the lower right. (See Chapter 2 of the HP 485X
Owner’s Manual, “The Keyboard and Display,” for a complete description of

the alpha entry mode.)
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When you are adding a description or name to your database, the Personal
Information Manager automatically switches into alpha entry mode. For
example, the following prompt is displayed during the appointment entry
process:

X
PRG

{ HOME PIMD }

Description:

 

  

   £EEIP[EHIP*]€DELJOELSINZ|4-5Tk]

At this prompt, you may enter an alphanumeric description of your
appointment. The calculator editing softkeys displayed at the bottom of the
screen are inactive since the calculator is in alpha entry mode. If you make a
mistake typing in your description, use the backspace key to correct
errors or press [&] to unlock the alpha entry mode, and then use the editing
softkeys. Rememberto re-lock alpha entry mode before typing more data.
When your typed description is complete, press [ENTER].  

Editing a Description

When you edit a description (for example, by pressing the SEIHFEsoftkey in
the appointments function), the calculator defaults to the editing softkeys and
you are not in the alpha entry mode. You may either edit the text with the
calculator editing softkeys or manually call up the alpha mode to add or
change the entry. The backspace (€] and delete keys are active in either
case.

To clear the data you have just entered on the command line, press [).
Pressing when the command line is empty returns you to the main screen
of the function in which you are working. Pressing at the main screen of
any function exits the Personal Information Manager application, returning
to the calculator stack.

Lengthy Data Entries

When you are entering several lines of data, press (EJ{] at the end of each
line to insert a “carriage return.” This keeps your data in view on the screen.
If you choose not to insert carriage returns, the data string remains on the
same line, and an ellipsis (...) appears to the left of the line, indicating that
the text has exceeded the width of the screen. The size of any text entry is
limited only by the available RAM in your HP 48SX.
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Chapter 2

Using the PIM

In This Chapter

Appointment Book
Notepad
Phone Directory
Expense Accountant

Time Clock
Utilities
Creating ReportsO

o
0
o
o
o
o
d

 

Appointment Book

 

Pressing the SABE

appointment bookofthe Personal Information Manager. In the Appointment
Book, you may enter, delete, and edit appointments. If desired, you may
attach alarmsto selected appointments, which will go off at a preset lead time
before the commitment. Finally, you may create reports documenting your
appointments,in a variety of formats.

Entering Appointments

To set up your schedulefor Jan 2, 2001, highlight that date in the calendar

screen and press APRTS:

 

 

Appts: dan’2, 2081
SPRESS ADD

 

ROD [DELETE] EDIT [HLEM [REPRT{CHLM

This shows your Appointment Book for Jan 2, 2001. The “PRESS ADD”
prompt indicates that you have no appointments for this date.Suppose you
have a breakfast meeting scheduled for 07:30. Press the ABB softkey (or
[ENTER]) to add a new appointment. You must then enter the timeof the
appointment (07:30 in this example) at the prompt:
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aME PIMD }LK

Start time HH.MM:
(24-hour format)

 

      
GAREI0W(TRTRi

 
Enter the start time in a 24-hour format as HH.MM, where 0<HH< 24 and
0<MM< 60 and press [ENTRR]. Note that the start time is a required entry for
all appointments. You will then be prompted for the appointment end time.
For this example, assume that your breakfast meeting will last until 08:15, so
type in 8.15 and press [ENTER]. The end time must also be entered in the
24-hour HH.MM format. The end time is optional, however, and may be left
blank by simply pressing at the prompt. (It is possible to set the end
time to be less than the start time, in case an appointment starts on one day
and continues on to the next day). Finally, complete the appomtment entry by
typing the appointment description at the prompt and pressing [ENTER].
Descriptions may be of any length. Like the end time, the description is
optional, and may be left blank by pressing at the prompt without
typing anything. If you make a mistake while entering the description, use the

key to correct errors, press to unlock alpha entry mode and use the
editing softkeys, or press to clear the command line and re-type your
entry. Following the example, the breakfast meeting has been entered at the
prompt in the screen below:

PRG
{ HOME PIMD }

Descriptions

 

 BREAKFAST MEETING
TIT[WAT

 

After pressing , the breakfast meeting is entered into the Appointment
Book for Jan 2, 2001:

 

Appts: Jan 2, 2001
507:30-08:15 BREAKFAST MEETING  

   HOD JOELETE] EDIT JHLFM [FEPRT]CALN
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Repeat this procedure to enter other appointments into the Appointment
Book. To continue the example, your complete (and rather busy) schedule
for Jan 2, 2001 is:

 

 

 

   <18:30 

 

Setting Alarms

To set an alarm for your 10:00 project review,use the (¥] and (4] to select
that appointment with arrow and press SAERM. BERBE is pressed,
you must then select the lead time of the alarm

 

 

|Pick lead time: H

 

ALARM?”will delete an alarm attached to an appointment.PressmgEXIT
or [Awill return to the Appointment Book without changing the current
alarm setting. Use the cursor keys to move the highlight to the desired lead
time (5 minutes in this case) and press [ENTER]. In the Appointment
Book screen, appointments with attached alarms are marked by “(AL)”after
the start and end times, as shown:

 

Appts: Jan 2, 2081
07:30-08:15 BREAKFAST MEETING
08:45~09:05 MEET NEW YENDOR

+10:00-11:00 (AL) PROJECT REVIEW
11:45-12:45 LUNCH WITH BOSS
13:00-13:50 EXP. DESIGN CLASS
16:00-16:30 GET BIRTHDAY FLOWERS
18:30-20:00 DINNER @ $PAGOS

HOD [DELETE] ECIT

 

 

    

  
from the Appointment Book, press BERHE (see“Creatmg Reports”later in
this chapter for more information). Pressing GAEN:
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will exit the Appointment Book and return to the Main Calendar Screen. If
appointment markers are activated (see “Utilities” later in this chapter), a
small “A” will appear in the calendar screen next to dates on which
appointments are scheduled:
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The Notepad

The Notepad function in the Personal Information Manager allows you to
enterand store important notes or to-do lists in your HP 48SX. Pressing the
NEITESsoftkey at the main calendar screen enters the Notepad, displaying
the following screen:

 

 

Notes
SPRESS ADD

 

HOO JOELETE] ECIT WIEK [REPRT

The “PRESS ADD”prompt indicates that you have no notes stored in the
Notepad. Press the AEHIsoftkey or to enter your first note at the
prompt. The note may be entered as a single line or you may enter carriage
returns by pressing [-] when the text nears the edge of the display,
whicheveris desired. In this example, we note an upcoming meeting, along
with a reminder of whatis needed to prepare for it:

 

 

PRG
{ HOME PIMD }

IBII'TI ET REVIEW NERT

I

 

 

   
 

  ERIDAY WITH TOM
N. PREPARE SALES

PROJECTIONS.
CHAGHRTNTSINTREDT

    = I
'
-
"

 

Pressing places this entry into the Notepad:
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Notes
SBUDGET REVIEW NEXTSFRIDAY WITH..

 

EBIEGEOA TAT

Additional notes may be added by repeating this procedure. For example,
here is a more realistic Notepad:

 

 

T[EEG EOE IATA

Notes can consist of any type of data. Since the Notepad is re-sorted after
cach entry,it is possible to create a dated to-do list (for example, “10/20 Do
This” and “10/21 Do That”), a prioritized list of errands to run (for example,
“1 Do This” and “2 Do That”), or some combination thereof. Using the

and cursor keys, you may move thearrowto thedesired note, which can
then be deleted or edited by pressing £3EkE#Eor ERIE.Toview a note in

VIEW:the list that is wider than the screen, select and press
  

 

 

INTER W NEW SOFTWARE
ENGI R

VIE
NEER NEXT MONDARY.

  PRESS [ENTER] TO CONTINUE ...

 

 

This displays the entire note on the screen until you press[ENIER]. If the
selected note does not the exceed screenwidth,the VIEWkey is inactive. To
create reports from the Notepad, press BEBRT(see “Creating Reports”
later in this chapter for more information). You may return to the Main
Calendar Screen by pressing &AEN, or quit the PIM application by pressing
(AT,
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Phone Directory

Pressing the JRHEMNEsoftkey at the Main Calendar Screen enters the Phone
Directory of the Personal Information Manager. In the Phone Directory, you
may casily retrieve names, phone numbers, addresses, and other information

you need. When you enter the Phone Directory for the first time, the “PRESS
ADD” prompt indicates thatnoentries exist in the phone directory. To
make yourfirst entry, press REEE. At the prompt, type in the name and
press  [ENTER]:

PRG I
{ HOME PIMD }
Name:

 

 
MAIN, THOMAS
TTTTTA

 

Each Phone Directory listing consists of nine ficlds:

[0 Name (Last, First) [ Company or Affiliation
[J Street Address [] City, State or Province, Zip
[ Home Number [] Work Number
[J Fax Number [] E-Mail Address
[J Miscellaneous (birthday, etc.)

Successive prompts will appear asking for the additional information. The
name field is the only required field in the listing. All others may be left blank
by pressing at the prompt. If you make a mistake while entering data,
use [€], the editing softkeys, or the key to clear the command line and

start over. Pressing with an empty command line aborts the entry process
and returns you to the Phone Directory. After the ninth field (MISC) is
entered, the new listing is inserted alphabetically into the Phone Directory
and you are returned to the Phone Directory screen. For this example,
completing the entry yields:

 

Phone Directory
SMAIN. THOMAS

 

ICTETO CTITTE ICT TT

Additional namesin the Phone Directory may be entered by pressing A8
and repeating this procedure:
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Phone Directory
BEEXELL. WOLLIS

WILSON. RODGER
ENMGHETTNG

 

The selection arrow in the phone directory allows you to work with specific
entries. To quickly view the name, e-mail address, home, work, and fax
numbers of an entry, use the [¥] and [&] cursor keys to select the entry with
the arrow and press [ENIRR]. For example, moving the arrow to the next listing
and pressing [ENTER] might yield:

 

 

 
 

     

NORMAN, GRECDRY
R & A ASSOCIATES

H:813-555-6271
W:&813-555-9177
F:813-555-8123

PRESS TENTER] TO RETURW TO LIST ..   

 

............................

This allows you to enter a nameandperform a case sensitive search For
example, pressing SFANEF displays this screen:

PRG
{ HOME PIMD }

Search forsé

 

 
I"IFIIN

  AT

 

[<DELJOEL*|INZof

Searches are performed on the field used to sort the Phone Directory. The
default field is “NAME”. Changing the sort field is described later in
“Utilities.” After entering the desired string and pressing [ENTER], the arrow
moves to the first match:

 

Phone Directory
ELL. HOLLIS

    

    WILSON. RODGER
Iflflllflfllfiflfl"flflllflflllflfll
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FHEL: to examine the complete listing of the selected entry:

FNAME: MAIN. THOMAS
COMP: 3
ADDR: B37? N GRANT AYEMUE
CSZP: CORVALLIS, DR 87330
HOME: 503 ?757-0501
WORK: 503 757-B41a
FA¥ : 503 753-7821
MAIL: TMAINGSPARCPP.314
MISC: DEDICATED TEAM m.rwen
HOD JOELETE] EDIT

      
    

     

    

  

Once a full listing is displayed, each field may be selectively cleared or edited.

ooooooooooooo

oooooooooooooooooooooo

that any field may be deleted either by pressmg BELETE or by edltmg the
field, clearmg the command line with -T and pressing-toaccept the

 

later in this chapter for more mformatlon)

Tips for Using the Phone Directory

B Names should be entered last name first.
B All entries should be entered in uppercase only. This speeds up data

entry and simplifies finding data at a later point.
B Phone numbers should be entered without parentheses, in the form

503-757-8416.
B A commonly used symbol in e-mail addresses is the @ symbol. This

special key is obtained on the HP 48SX by pressing :
For additional definitions of special keys, see Appendix D.

 

Expense Accountant

The Expense Accountant allows you to record amounts and descriptions of
expenses, and then bill the expenses to accounts which you define. For
example, starting from the Main Calendar Screen with Jan 2, 2001
highlighted, you can press EXBNSto enterthe ExpenseAccountantforthis
day. If there are no entries, the “PRESS ADD” promptis displayed. If this is
the first time you’ve entered the Expense Accountant, you should first define
some accounts.
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Defining Accounts

Press AGCTS

 

to view the following screen:

 

[ Accounts 1l
_PRESSIRR

 

   
 
nDD {CELETE] EMT ]|REPET

 

To make yourfirst entry, press #E#):. At the prompt, type the name of the
account (CONTRACT1 for this example)
 

PRG
{ HOME PIMD 2

Rccount
 

    CONTRACT 1
ATTRKT[OG

 
Pressing places this name into the account list. Additional account
names may be added using the same procedure. There is no limit to how
many accounts you can have. For example, the following screen displays a list
of possible accounts:

 

[+] Accounts B
—AIRZRAILCTRNIGEL TR TE
CONTRACT1[CONTRACT2fECUIPMENT|
LAUNDEY

MILEASE'GA|PERZONHL|PHOMESFAN
PROJECTPROJECT [TOLLZ/PAFE:
HOD JOELETE] EMIT |REPKT

   

        
  
  

 

The downward arrow in the upper-left corner of the screen indicates that
there are more accounts entered than the 15 displayed on the screen. To
change the name of an account,usethe cursor keys to highlight the account

oooooooooooo

the command line for editing. Toplace the changed account name back into
the accountlist, press [ENTRR]. Shouldyouwish to delete an account, use the
cursor keys to highlight it and press BEEETE. This provides a warning
message to confirm deletion of the account from the list. Once an account has
been deleted, those records listed under the account will appear with an
“unknown” account heading,.
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Once you have defined your accounts, press EXIEto return to the Expense
Accountant.

Adding Expenses

To add an expense for the current day, press &k
prompt appears, awaiting a description of the expense..

PRG
{ HOME PIMD }

Descript ion:

 

 

  

   
   DINNER
TTT[TW)i

Type in a short description of the expense, or just leave it blank, and press
[ENTER]. The next prompt asks for the amount of the expense:

PRG
{ HOME PIMD }

Amount @

 

  

   

  48. 32
TTKTIIS

 
The amount may be entered with an implied or explicit decimal point (for
example, fifteen dollars can be entered as either 1500 or 15.00). Type in the
amount and press [ENIRR]. The next prompt asks you to specify the account
under which you wish to file the expense:

|Pick account: JI

_MEHLS.__
MILEASEPERSOMHLPHONE/FAY
ATTTR
HODJOELETEJEOIT]]|

 

  

  
  
   

  

  

  

Use the cursor keys to highlight the account you want (for this example,
“MEALS”), and press [ENTRR]. This step completes the process of entering an
expense and enters all the information into the Expense Accountant for the

current day, as shown:
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Expns: Jan 2, 2001
>DINNEK 48.32 MEALS   

   
 ROD [DELETE] EDIT AR

To add more expensesto the list, press B} and repeat the above
procedure. Expenses will be listed alphabetically in the Expense Accountant:

 

Efigns= Jan 2, 28081
<257 MILES &4.25 MILEAGE/GAS
DINNER 4B8.32 MEALS
EUROPE CALL 25.14 PHONE/FAX
H 8 LODGING
HP . UIPMENT
L FEE B45.17 PROJECT 2
T 500.00 CONTRAC ...

 

AbD JOELETE] EQNT a3A

If you want to delete or edit any itemin theexpense list, use the (4] and
keys to select the item and pressEmor BEEETk. To create reports from
the Expense Accountant, press BEPHE(see “Creating Reports”later in this
chapter for more information).

     

 

Time Clock

The Time Clock function of the Personal Information Manager allows you to
keep track of time allocated to particular accounts you define. Time may be
entered in two modes, real or static. In static entry mode, hours are directly
entered and allocated to an account. In real time mode, the Personal

Information Manager acts as a stopwatch, keeping track of your billable
hours in real-time. Finally, you may create reports which summarize all time
billed to any or all accounts. |

Pressing HEUHSat the Main Calendar Screen enters the Time Clock for the
day. The Time Clocktitle (“Hours”) and the date currently highlighted on
the calendar appear at the top ofthe screen. If no entries exist for the day,
the “PRESS ADD” prompt appears.

Static Hourly Entries

To add a static hourly entry, press &E). The “Description” prompt appears
on the screen. Type in the description and press [ENTER]. If you don’t want to
enter a description, just press at the prompt. The next screen prompts
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you for the number of hours spent. Type in the number of hours spent
(decimal format) and press [ENIR]. The accounts list appears on the screen.
Use the cursor keys to highlight the account you want the hours to be listed
under and press [ENTER].

In this example, you are billing 4.5 hours of “Research Time”to the Project 1
account. When the static hourly entry procedure is complete, the entry
appears on the Time Clock as shown:

 

Hours: Jan 2, 2001
SRESEARCH TIME 4.50 PROJECT 1

  
   KNOEGEE REPKT

Real-Time Entry

You also have the option of using the Personal Information Manager’s Time
Clock to record in real-time the hours you spend on various projects or
accounts. The real-time entry always gets recorded at the date of the HP

internalclock, independentof the date shown at the top of the screen. To

usqthlSfunctlon press HEURSat the Main Calendar Screen Then press

 

RPressmg the SSFQH:.5’5: softkey terminates real-time entry. The
elapsedtlme is calculated and the hourly entry is entered into the Time Clock
for the current day. Note that the HP 48SX and other Personal Information
Manager features are available during a real-time entry. Also, you should let
a minimum of 36 seconds (0.01 hours) pass before you stop the real-time
entry. Only one real-time entry can be pending at any time. Once again, the
real-time hourly entry will always be recorded at the date of the HP 48SX
internal clock.

 

 

Pressing SFHEH
the Personal Information Manager:
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Dther Utilities
9prt Markers- ON
Back UE All Datam
Date Format: M-DY
Delete Records..
Font Sizes.. .
Sort Phone List Bu..
IDDNA[T

 
  

There are six Utility functions available. To select a Utility, use the (4] and
[¥]keys to move the arrow to select the desired Utility and press [ENTER].

Setting Appointment Markers

When Appt Markers is set to ON, appointments are indicated in the Main
Calendar Screen by a small “A” next to the day. When Appt Markers is OFF,
no appointment indicators are displayed. Pressing [ENTER] toggles between
ON and OFF.

Backing Up your Data

See Appendix C for detailed instructions on how to backup and restore your
data.

Date Format

Executing the Date Format Utility allows you to toggle between the
Month/Day/Year and Day/Month/Year date formats. The date formatis
relevant when searching for a new date (after pressing (+] or ),
and 1s utilized in some reports.

 

Deleting Records

Information you enter into the Personal Information Manageris stored in
calculator memory. When storage space runs low, it may be useful to delete
old, obsolete information. To facilitate this, the Delete Records... Utility
allows you to easily delete past records. When this utility is selected, the
following screen is displayed:

 

[ Delete Records.. ||
PAsTAPITBEFENEIEBETN
|FANSEAP|RANGEEN|L

HLL HF
HLL NOTEZ HLL PHONE ALL ACCTS

 

 

11111EHIT]
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To delete appointments which have passed, highlight PAST AP and press
. You may also delete Past Expenses (PAST EX) and Past Hourly

entries (PAST HR). Note thatin all cases,files with dates preceding the
current calculator date are deleted —the date highlighted at the Main
Calendar Screen is irrelevant. Alternatively, a range of appointments,
expenses, or hourly entries may be deleted by selecting RANGE AP,
RANGE EX, or RANGE HR. In these you will be asked to enter the date
range to be deleted. Finally, by highlighting the appropriate item, you may
delete all appointments, expenses, hourly entries, notes, phone entries, or

accounts.

Setting Display Font Size

The Personal Information Manager supports two display fonts, small and
large. Selecting the Font Sizes... Utility will allow you to choose which font
you desire in each of the functions. Selecting Font Sizes yields the following
screen:

 

Font Sizes..
+ Appts: SMALL
| Hofes: S

Expns: S
Hours: E ALL

F‘ 
Phone <Li SMALL
Phone <(Fu : SMALL
DDD=  

To change a font size, move the arrow to the appropriate name and press
[ENTER]. This will toggle the display font between theLARGE and SMALL
font (the report font always remains large). Press EXEF:to return to the
Utilities screen.

Sorting the Phone Directory

On occasion,it is useful to sort your Phone Directory by a field other than the
name field (the default). The Sorting Phone List By... Utility allows you to
make this change. Selecting this Utility results in the following screen,
showing the nine phone record fields:

[ Sort Phone List Bgm |

__NAME T
TT
TTT

 

 

111[TEHT
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To re-sort the Phone Directory by another field, simply move the highlight to
the desired ficld and press [ENIR]. Sorting may take up to 30 seconds for a
database of 100 names. If no Phone Directory data exists, a “Null Data”
message will be flashed briefly on the screen, and you will be left at the Utility

screen.

 

Warning: To successfully sort the Phone Directory,

there must be at least as much RAM available in the

HP48SX as the size of the Phone Directory.  
Note: Sorting by any field other than name will most likely cause blank lines
to appear somewhere in the Phone Directory listing screen. These blank lines
represent listings for which the sort key field is blank or empty.

 

Creating Reports

Every function in the Personal Information Manager (appointments,notes,
phone, expenses, and hours) has a reporting feature. The reporting feature
compiles itemized lists from the data stored by each function. Reports may
be sent to the HP 48SX screen or a file, an IR printer, a personal computer,
or another HP 48SX.

The basic procedure for generating a reportis as follows:

 

tERPRTsoftkey.

2. Choose the range of data to be included in the report.

3. Select the output device for the report.

4. The report is then compiled and sent to the desired output device.

Appointment Book Reports

 

Y8at the calendar screen. The Appointment Book
for the dayyou selected appears:
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Appts: Jan 2, 2801
207:30-08:15 BEREAKFAST MEETING
0B:45-08:05 MEET NEId VENDOR
10:00-11:00 (ALY PROJECT REVIEW
11:45-12:45 LUNCH WITH BOSS
13:00-13:50 EXP. DESIGN CLASS
16:00-16:30 GET BIRTHDAY FLOWERS
18:30-30:00 DINNER ¢ SPAGOS

EIGEETA GAR

 

 

    

Press the (REPRE softkey:

[ Pick period: I
 

  

  
  

—DAYT AT
F-flifil—

 
1111 ERIT

You must select the period for which the reportis to be generated. You may
select a reportfor the current DAY, WEEK (beginning at the current day),
or MONTH,or you may define a RANGEofdates or select ALL. Use the
cursor keys to highlight the desired period and press [ENTER].

 

Your must now specify the destination for your report from the choices:
SCREEN, IR PRINTER, 48SX FILE, WIRE KRMIT, and IR KERMIT. To
make a selection, movethe highlightto the desired destination with the
cursor keys and press [ENI&]. Pressing [ or EXEEwill exit the report
subroutine and return to the Appointment Book:

 

[ Send report tot I
LA TR= -B o(Y

HIF;E I ISR

 

 

 

Sending Reports to the Screen

When you select SCREEN the report will be displayedon the screen as a

 

>Appt =

Jan 2, 20881 -
@7:30-08:2 15 'i“( AS...
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The PRENT function sends a completelisting of the report to an IR printer.
il softkeys allow you to dxsplay text too wide for the

ooooooooooooo

‘o

Appointment Book.

Sending Reports to an IR Printer

Selecting IR PRINTER,cither directly or from within the SCREEN display,
will display a waiting message. When you have readied the printer, press

to send the report to the printer or to cancelthe report.

Sending Reports to a File

Selecting 48SX FILE will store the report in a variable in the Personal
Information Manager data sub-directory PIMD,located in the HOME
directory of your calculator. For reports generated in the Appointment Book,
the variable name will be AP.R. See Appendix B for a more detailed
description of variable structures in the Personal Information Manager.

Sending Reports to a Personal Computer

Selecting WIRE KRMIT will display a waiting message. When you have
readied the receiving device’s KERMIT protocol, press [ENTER] to send the
report to the receiver or [ATM to cancel the report.

Sending Reports to another HP 48SX

Selecting IR KERMIT will display a waiting message. When you have
readied the receiving HP 48SX, press [ENTRR] to send the report via the IR
port or [ATto cancel the report.

Notepad Reports

Makmg reports from the Notepad is 1dentlcal to makmg reportsfrom the
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Phone Directory Reports

To generate a Phone Directory report, you must sort your Phone Directory
by the name field and then enter the range of names you wish to include in
the report. Selection of names is made in the following manner. For
example, if you want a report of the phone numbers for last names beginning
with A to N, type A and press the [ENTER] key:

PRG
{ HOME PIMD }

First letter of ran?e,
or [ENTER] for start:

 

 

   

  

 

 

[£ZKIP|SHIP#]¢DELJDEL*[INZof+-5Tk|

The next screen asks for the “Final letter of range...” Type N and press [ENTER].
Before your Phone Directory report appears on the screen, a final message
asks you if you wantto include null (empty) fields in your report:

 

Include null fields?

  
Press YESor N3to compile the desired report.

Expense Account Reports and Time Clock Reports

The same procedure for generating Expense Accountantreports is used to
generate Time Clock reports.PressEXPNS (or BOLHRS) at the Main
Calendar Screen, then press BERRE. The following screen is displayed:

|:| Pick account or ALL]
AL TR
ARARTR

EG:UIPIENT LAUNDRY LODGING
T NA LT

ANER SERA

DDII

   

 

  
         

  

    

You have the choice of generating a report for all or one account. Press
to choose all accounts or move the highlight to a single account and press
[ENTER]. The next screen asks you to select the time period for the report. After
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you have picked a time period for your expense report, press [ENIR]. A

sample expense report is shown below:

  

Expn=s

Total

CONTRACT 23
81-81 TARX

5
5

54
43
163. 106

2 DINNER
Tot al

I
B

EALS:
B1-81 BRUNCH
81-a

-
=

PHONE/FAX:
B8l1-82 EUROPE

Total

21838.33 GRAND TOTAL
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Appendix A

Warranty and Service

 

Pocket Professional Support

You can get answers to your questions about using your Pocket Professional
from Sparcom. If you don’t find the information in this manual or the HP
48SX Owner’s Manual, contact us in writing, at 87 N.W. Grant, Corvallis,

OR 97330, U.S.A., or by calling us at 503-757-0501 between 8:00 AM and 5:00

PM Pacific Standard time.

 

Limited One-Year Warranty

What Is Covered

The Pocket Professional is warranted by Sparcom Corporation against
defects in material and workmanship for one year from the date of original
purchase. If you sell your card or give it as a gift, the warranty is automatically
transferred to the new owner and remains in effect for the original one-year
period. During the warranty period, we will repair or replace (at no charge) a
product that proves to be defective, provided you return the product and
proof of purchase, shipping prepaid, to Sparcom.

What Is Not Covered

This warranty does not apply if the product has been damaged by accident or
misuse or as the result of service or modification by Sparcom or its
authorized representatives.

No other warranty is given. ANY OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS IS LIMITED TO THE ONE-YEAR
DURATION OF THIS WRITTEN WARRANTY. IN NO EVENT SHALL
SPARCOM CORPORATION BE LIABLE FOR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES.

Products are sold on the basis of specifications applicable at the time of
manufacture. Sparcom shall have no obligation to modify or update products,
once sold.
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If the Card Requires Service

Sparcom will repair a card, or replace it with the same model or one of equal
or better functionality, whether it is under warranty or not. There is a service
charge for service after the warranty period. Cards are usually serviced and
reshipped within five working days.

Send the card to Sparcom Corporation, 897 N.W. Grant, Corvallis, OR

97330, U.S.A.

Service Charge

Contact Sparcom for the standard out-of-warranty repair charges. This
charge is subject to the customers local sales or value-added tax wherever
applicable. Cards damaged by accident or misuse are not covered by the
fixed charges. These charges are individually determined based on time and
material.

Shipping Instructions

If your card requires service, ship it to Sparcom.

B Include your return address and a description of the problem.
B Include proof of purchase date if the warranty has not expired.
B Include a purchase order, along with a check, or credit card number

and expiration date (VISA or MasterCard) to cover the standard
repair charge.

B Ship your card postage prepaid in adequate protective packaging to
prevent damage. Shipping damage is not covered by the warranty, so
we recommend that you insure the shipment and use extreme care in
shipping the product.

 

Environmental Limits

The reliability of the Pocket Professional depends upon the following
temperature and humidity limits:

B Operating temperature: 0 to 45 °C (32 to 113 °F).
W Storage temperature: —20 to 60 °C (-4 to 140 °F).
WM Operating and storage humidity: 90% relative humidity at 40 °C

(104 °F) maximum.,
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Appendix B

Data Transfer between PC

and HP 48SX

Entering or editing data for the Notepad and Phone Directory functionsis
casier when using a Personal Computer (PC). This appendix will describe
how to send an HP 48SX variable to your PC as file, editthe file, and then
transfer that edited file back to the HP 48SX as a variable. Before
proceeding, you will need to have the following items for the transfer to be

successful:

m HP 48SX
M A 4pinto9 pin serial cable to connect the calculator to the PC

(Use Sparcom SP80010 or Hewlett-Packard 82208AW).
Kermit Software
A Personal Computer with an RS-232 (COM) port.
DOS 2.0 or higher.
Word processing software.

PIM File Structure

The Personal Information Manager uses two types of variables to store
information. Database variables store the actual information you enter when
using the Personal Information Manager. Reportvariablesstore the
compiled listings of information created (when HEPRTY:is pressed) from
database variables. For example, to modlfy the Phone Directory database in
the Personal Information Manager using a PC, you must transfer the
appropriate database variable from the HP48SX to the PC (in this case, the
variable PH.D), edit it, and transfer it back. This will change your database in
the Personal Information Manager. However,if you wish to transfer an
expense report to your PC, you must transfer the variable EX.R. In this case,
editing the report will not change the Personal Information Manager
database. The chart below gives the names that are assigned by the Personal
Information Manager to database and report variables within each function:
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Personal Information Manager Variable Names

 

PIM Appointments Notes Phone Expenses Hours

Variable

 

Database APYYYYMMDD |NO.D |PH.D EXYYYYMMDD HRYYYYMMDD

 

Reports APR NO.R |PH.R EXR HR.R       
 

The above chart shows that all report variables end with a .R extension.
Database variables created in the Notepad and Phone Directory end in the
.D extension. The names for database variables in the Appointment Book,
Expense Accountant, and Time Clock are tagged by the calendar date at the
time they are created. For example, AP19900118 is the variable name for
appointments on January 18, 1990. (These files can be edited through a
KERMIT transfer only when the variable name is changed to an acceptable
DOS format.)

Before transferring or editing a Personal Information Manager variable,it is
recommended that you copy the variable contents to a new variable, or
backup your data. This precaution will allow you to recall your data should
there be any difficulty with file transfer or with your editing changes.

Variable (File) Structures.

The variable structures for PH.D and NO.D are listed below. If you edit
these files on a PC and attempt to transfer them back to the HP 48SX| the
syntax must conform to the structure shown below in order to be readable by
the Personal Information Manager.

PH.D and NO.D must have the header: “%%HP:T(1)A(D)F(.);” at the start
ofthe file.
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Format of the Phone Directory file
 

 

  

General Format for PH.D Example PH.D

%%HP:T(1)A(D)F(.); %%HP:T(1)A(D)F(.);

{{ {{
“Name Field” “Main, Thomas”

“Company Field” “Sparcom”

“Address Field” “897 NW Grant Ave.”

“City State Zip Field” “Corvallis, OR 97330

“Home Phone Field” “503-757-8416"

“Work Phone Field” “503-757-0501"

“Fax Field” “503-753-7821"

“E-Mail Field” “Main@Sparc@4381.Rpt”

“Miscellaneous Field”} “Just Made V.P.”

{ repeatlist structure { repeatlist structure

for each entry }} for each entry }}
 

Format of the Notepad file
 

 

  

General Format for NO.D Example NO.D

%%HP:T(1)A(D)F(.); %%HP:T(1)A(D)F(.);

{ {
“Note one" “BUDGET REVIEW ON

FRIDAY WITH TOM

MAIN. PREPARE SALES

PROJECTIONS."

“Note two” } “INTERVIEW NEW

SOFTWARE ENGR.” }
 

Transferring Files from your HP 48SX

The following procedure uses the PC as a server when transferring files.
Other modes can be used for transferring programs (see Chapter 33 in the
HP 48SX Owner’s Manual for more information). We recommend thatfiles
transferedfrom your HP 48SX to your PC be in ASCII format so they may be
read by your word processor.Files transferedfrom the PC to the HP 485X
must be in ASCII format,if they are to be readable by the Personal
Information Manager.
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Step 1. (HP 48SX) Open the directory where thc Personal Information
Managervariables are stored. To dothis, type () (T, then (4, and then
press the Bsoftkey to enter the data directory.

Step 2. (HP 48SX) Make a copy ofthe variable name you want to edit (See
Chapter 6 of the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual for instructions). For example,
copy PH.D to PH.D1.

Step 3. (HP 48SX) Set the I/O parameters on the HP 48SX to match your
computerAnexample is shown below

 

the baud ratefor your RS-23.2‘;0rtby pressing BAUE. (The default value for
the HP 485X is 9600.)

 

10 setup menu
IR/wire:s
HSCIIKbxnarg- HSCII
baud: 9508
paritys none B

 checksum type:
translate code:dl
IEEATALRD

 

B. Press and the following screen will appear. At this point your HP
48SX will follow the instructions of the PC.

 

Awaiting Server Cmd.

   
Step 4. (PC) Execute KERMIT.

Step 5. (PC) Check KERMIT parameters to verify that the baud rate and
COM port setting of the PC matches the HP 48SX. To do this, type
“STATUS” at the KERMIT prompt:

Kermit-MS>STATUS

A screen similar to that shown below should appear on your monitor:
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-Baud-rateis-3600...o Yermninalemilation:UT102

‘Recelvepacketsize:94
-%-of-receivepaddingchars:8.

oEnd-of~LinecharSR
; £ “Retrysend/receivepacketlimit:5.
-Escapecharacter:"Ioo oBlock checkuseds1-character-checksunm::
-Display-(vsRemote):Regular,; 2-bit .

~Termcolor foreground:37background:40

~Termrollback:offoo   
 

If baud or port parameters need changing, type the following commands after

the KERMIT prompt.

Kermit-MS> SET BAUD 9600
Kermit-MS> SET PORT 1

Checkstatus again to confirm changes.

Step 6. (PC) Direct KERMIT to “get” the file from the HP 48SX.

Kermit-MS>GET PH.D (or NO.D)

 

Note: The case of the filename entered into KERMIT

must match the case of the variable in the HP48SX.  
 

Step 7. (PC) Successful transfer will result in a screen similar to the one
shown below:
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Step 8. (PC) To make the HP 48SX exit the server mode and to quit
KERMIT on the PC, type “BYE”:

Kermit-MS> BYE

Step 9. (HP 48SX) Purge variable PH.D or NO.D (See chapter 6 in the HP
48SX’s Owners’Manual for more information).

Editing: If you edit PIM files on a word processor and transfer them back to
the HP48SX,the resulting file must conform to the structure outlined earlier.

Transferring to the HP 48SX

Step 1. (PC) Execute KERMIT program.

Step 2. (HP 48SX) Set up I/O parameters on HP 48SX. Then press [FRg]
to enter server mode.

Step 3. (PC) Type at the KERMIT prompt:

Kermit-MS> SEND PH.D (or NO.D)

Step 4. (PC) Type at the KERMIT prompt:

Kermit-MS> BYE

 

You are now ready to use your modified data files. If you have any trouble,
replace the data files with the backups you made earlier in the process.
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Appendix C

Backing Up and Restoring
the PIM Data Directory

This appendix will discuss how to successfully backup and restore the entire
Personal Information Manager data sub-directory onto a Personal Computer
(PC). If you are unfamiliar with directory operations, it is recommended that
you review Chapter 7, “Directories,” in the HP 485X Owner’s Manual. To
backup your PIM sub-directory, you should use the Backup All Data... Utility
(see “Utilities” in Chapter 2) in the Personal Information Manager.
Restoring your PIM data sub-directory will also be discussed.

Backing up your PIM Directory

Step 1. (PIM) Select the Backup All Data... Utility in the ¥HERfunction.
A waiting screen appears.

Step 2. (PC) Prepare your PC to receive a binary KERMIT transmission.
For more information on transferring data to and from your PC, see
Appendix B or the HP 48SX Owner’s Manual.

Step 3. (HP 48SX) Press [ENTERR] to begin the transfer. You can cancel it at any
time by pressing [AT8). No data files will be damaged if you cancelthe transfer.

Step 4. After the transfer completes, exit KERMIT on your PC. The backup
file on your PC is named “PIMD”.

Restoring the PIM Directory

Step 1. (HP 48SX) Move to the HOME directory on your calculator by
(: .

 

Step 2. (HP 485X) If you are replacing an existing PIMD directory,you
mustfirst purge it by typing :PIMB PGDIR.

Step 3. (HP 485X) Prepare yourHP485X /O parameters for a binary file
transfer by using the SSETUR

Step 4. (PC) Prepare your PC to send a file with binary KERMIT. Then
send the PIMD backup file:

KERMIT-MS>SEND PIMD
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Make sure that your HP 48SX is in server mode. (Enter server mode by

typing ).
Step 5. (PC) After the transfer completes, type at the KERMIT prompt:

KERMIT-MS>BYE

This will exit server mode on your HP 48SX and quit KERMIT on your PC.
You are now ready to use the new PIMD data directory.
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Appendix

Summary of PIM Functions

The actions taken when you press various calculator keys and softkeys in the
Personal Information Manager are described below:

Main Calendar Screen Keys

@ (< ‘ol |

 

 1
V
€

B
M
W

F
E
E
M
H
E

4]

)
i)

(]
@

 

1) |

(+ or (= -]

A
0

 

Move between days and weeks.

Movesto first week.

Moves to last week.

Moves to end of current week (Saturday).

Moves to beginning of current week.

Moves to next month.

Moves to preceding month.

Moves to next year.

Moves to preceding year.

Initiates date search.

Exits the Personal Information Manager.

Command Line Editing Keys

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

   

Moves the cursorto the beginning of the current
word.

Moves the cursor to the beginning of the next word.

Deletes all the characters in the current word to the

left of the cursor.

Deletes ali the characters from the cursor’s current

position to the first character of the next word.

Toggles between insert and typeover modes.

Accesses a version of the “Interactive Stack” in which

only the echo functionality is available. For more
information on the Interactive Stack see the HP 48SX

Owner’s Manual.
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Move the cursor character by character.

 

l.ocks alpha entry mode.

Appointment Book Keys

 

AHPES  Enters the Appointment Book function from the Main
Calendar Screen.

/ABB:  Adds a new appointment
DEEETE Deletes the appointment selected bythe arrow.

 

Allows you to edit the appointment selected by the
arrow.

 

Allows you to attach, modify, or delete an alarm to or

from the appointment selected by the arrow.

Enters report mode.

Returns to the Main Calendar Screen.

 

Allows you to enter an appointment if none currently
exist for the day or edit an existing appointment.

Move the selection arrow up and down.

Initiates a case sensitive search.

  

Screen.

DEEETE  Deletes the note selected by the arrow.

IOetet2% i
v R eR 0o %e s
O'0.0.0 o oV 0 0.0'C‘l.oot

 

- Allows you to edit the note selected by the arrow.
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MHEW.:  Allows you view an entire note if it is wider than the
screen. An ellipses (...) to the right of the text
indicates additional text is available to be viewed.

 

Enters report mode.

 

Returns to the Main Calendar Screen.

Allows you to enter a note if none currently exist or
edit an existing note.

(a] Move the selection arrow up and down.

Initiates a case sensitive search.

Phone Directory Keys

PHONE Enters the Phone Directory from the Main Calendar Screen:

Adds a new listing.

Deletes the listing selected by the arrow.

 

Allows you to edit the listing selected by the arrow.

 

Allows you to view and/or edit all nine data fields for
the listing selected by the arrow.

 

Returns you to the Phone Directory listing screen
from the full listing mode.

 

Enters report mode.

Returns to the Main Calendar Screen.

 

Quickly displays the name, company, e-mail address,
home, work and fax numbers for the listing selected
by the arrow.

Move the selection arrow up and down.

 

Initiates a case sensitive search.
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Expense Accountant Keys

Screen.

“ADBD:  Adds a new expense.

Deletes the expense selected by the arrow.

Allows you to edit the expense selected by the arrow.

Enters report mode.

Returns to the Main Calendar Screen.

 

Move the selection arrow up and down.

 

Initiates a case sensitive search.

Accounts Listing Keys

 

Displays the current list of accounts for the Expense
Accountant and Time Clock, and allows you add, edit, and
delete accounts.

“ABD.  Adds a new account.

DELETE Deletes the account selected by the arrow.

“EDIT.  Allows you to edit the account selected bythe arrow.

Enters report mode.

 

Returns to the Main Calendar Screen.

Time Clock Keys

HBHEE  Enters the Time Clock from the Main Calendar Screen.

SABP:  Adds a new static hoursentry.
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Utilities Keys

  

Deletes the hourly entry selected by the arrow.

Allows you to edit the hourly entry selected by the
arrow.

Enters report mode.

Returns to the Main Calendar Screen

Displays the currentlist of accounts for expenses and
hours, and allows you add, edit, and delete accounts.

Starts real-time billing in the Time Clock function.

Stops real-time billing in the Time Clock function, and
creates a static hourly entry from the real-time data.

Initiates a case sensitive search.

OFTHER Enters the Utilities from the Main Calendar Screen.

Appt Markers Puts an “A” by days which have scheduled
appointments.

Backup All Data... Allows you to backup your entire PIM data
sub-directory in binary format on a Personal
Computer (See Appendix C).

Date Format Allows you to select between
Month/Day/Year and Day/Month/Year
modes of date entry and reporting.

Delete Records... Allows you to delete past records.

Font Sizes... Allows you to change the display font sizes
used in each function of the Personal

Information Manager.

Sort Phone List By.. Allows you to change the field by which the
Phone Directory is to be sorted.
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Report Destinations
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SCREEN

IR PRINTER

48SX FILE

WIRE KRMIT

IR KERMIT

Allows you to display reports on the HP
48SX screen. Screen reports may be
subsequently sent to an IR printer.

Allows you to print reports on an IR printer.

Allows you to send reports to an HP 48SX
variable.

Allows you to send reports to a PC using
KERMIT.

Allows you to send reports to another HP
48SX via the IR port.
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The following tablelists the keystrokes necessary to enter special characters

Extended Character Set

into the HP 48SX:

I
o

I
V
|
V
l

o3 a
=

T
E

|

H
!

i
3

M
H

&
&

&
&

-
B

’,
H

’
r,

[P
!
r

s
r

!
r

!

i
f

|
J

H

.
.

,
[

i

;
i

;
|

:
d

i
&

&
L

&

 
1

f
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j
|
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|

]
j

|
N
a
e
f
G
l

C
a
e
d

G
—

g
§

  
 

   
   

  
NOTE: For accented characters, see Chapter 2 of the HP 48SX Owner’s
Manual.
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A

Accessing Available Libraries, 3
Accessing the Personal Information Manager
s 3
Alpha Entry Mode, 6
APRVariable, 32

Appointment Book, 9
Accessing from the Main Calendar, 9
Creating Reports, 23
Deleting Alarms, 11
Deleting Appointments, 11
End Time, 10

Entering Appointments, 9
Entering Descriptions, 10
Returning to the Calendar Screen, 11
Setting Alarms, 11
Setting Font Size, 22
Setting Lead Times, 11
Start Time, 10

APYYYYMMDD Variables, 32

B
Back-up Utility, 21
Backing up your data, 21
Backing up your PIM Directory, 37
Brief Description
Appointment Book, 4
Expense Accountant, 4
Notepad Function, 4
Phone Directory, 4
Time Clock Function, 4

Ultilities, 4

C
Calendar Screen
Date Searches, 5

Setting Appointment Markers, 21
Creating Reports, 23
Appointment Reports, 23
Selecting Destination, 24
Sending to an HP 48SX File, 24
Sending to an IR Printer, 24
Sending to another HP 485X, 24
Sending to the Screen, 24
Sending via RS-232, 24

D
Date Format (See Utilities), 21
Date Search, §

Defining Accounts, 17
Adding New Accounts, 17
Deleting Accounts, 17
Editing Account Names, 17

Deleting Records, 21

E
Editing a Description, 7
Editing Keys, 5
Environmental Limits, 30

EX.R Variable, 32

Expense Accountant, 16
Adding Expenses, 18
Creating Reportts, 26
Editing Expenses, 19
Setting Font Size, 22

EXYYYYMMDD Variables, 32

F
File Structure, 31

File, Sending Reports to an HP 485X File, 25
Font, Setting Display Size, 22
Full Phone Listing, 16

H
HOURS (see Time Clock), 19
HP 48SX, Sending Reports to an HP 485X, 44
HP 48SX, Sending Reports to another HP
48SX, 25
HR.R Variable, 32

HRYYYYMMDD Variables, 32

Installing an Application Card, 1
IR Kermit, Sending Reports via IR port, 44
IR Printer, Sending Reports, 25
IR Printer, Sending Reports to an IR Printer,
44
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K
KERMIT Software, 31

 

L
Lengthy Data Entries, 7

M
Moving around the Calendar, 5

N
NO.D Variable, 32

NO.R Variable, 32

Notepad Function, 12
Adding new Notes, 12
Creating Reports, 25
Deleting Notes, 13
Editing Notes, 13
Returning to the Calendar Screen, 13
Setting Font Size, 22
Viewing Notes, 13

Null fields, 26

O
OTHERSoftkey (See Ultilities), 20

P
Personal Computer, Sending Reports to, 25
PH.D Variable, 32
PH.R Variable, 32
Phone Directory, 14
Adding a Listing, 14
Adding new Entries, 14
Creating Reports, 26
Data Fields, 14

Deleting Listings, 15
Displaying the Full Listing, 16
Editing a Listing, 16

48

Quick View, 15
Returning to the Calendar Screen, 16
Searching for a Listing, 15
Setting Font Size, 22
Sorting the Phone List, 22

R
Real Time Entry, 20
Removing the card, 2
Repair or Servicing your Pocket Professional,
30
Creating Reports, 23

S
Screen, Sending Reports to Screen, 24, 44
Selecting a Port, 2
Setting Font Sizes, 22
Softkey
ABOUT,3
ACCTS, 17
ADD,9,12,14,17-19
ALRM, 11
APPTS;,4,40
CALN, 11, 13, 16
DELETE, 11, 13,15 -17,19
EDIT, 13,16 - 17
EXIT, 11, 18, 25
EXPNS,4, 42
FIND, 15, 25
FULL, 16
HOURS,4, 42
LIST, 16
NO, 26
NOTES,4, 40
ON, 1
OTHER, 4, 20, 43
PGDIR, 37
PHONE,4, 41
PIM, 3
PIMD,37
PRINT, 25
REPRT, 24
SETUP, 37
START, 20
STOP, 20
VIEW,13, 25
YES, 26

Sorting the Phone List, 22
Static Time Entries, 19



T

Time Clock, 19

Adding Real-Time Entries, 20
Adding Static Hourly Entries, 19
Creating Reports, 26
Setting Font Size, 22

Transferring Files from your HP 488X, 33

U
Using the Alpha Entry Mode, 6
Using the Calendar, 4
Ultilities, 20

Backing up your data, 21
Deleting Records, 21
Setting Appointment Markers, 21
Setting Date Format, 21

Vv
Variable File Structures, 32

W
Warranty and Service, 29 - 30
Wire Kermit, Sending Reports via RS-232, 44
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